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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-One.

An Act to promote packaging recycling in the commonwealth.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority ofthe same, asfollows:

1 The following chapter is hereby inserted in the general laws
2 immediately following chapter 21J:

3
4
5

6 SECTION 1. It is hereby determined that:
7 (a) The solid waste stream is a heterogenous mix of materials
8 which should be handled with diverse methods in order to enhance
9 recovery of valuable components of the waste stream and

10 minimize potential adverse impacts to public health, safety and
11 environment. It is therefore an essential public purpose, consistent
12 with the Commonwealth’s Solid Waste Master Plan to establish
13 an integrated solid waste management system which enhances the
14 reduction and recovery for recycling of materials from the waste
15 stream in order to preserve valuable disposal capacity, reduce
16 waste generation, conserve limited natural resources and energy,
17 and promote industrial development and employment.
18 (b) More than 250 Massachusetts manufacturing firms,
19 employing over 20,000 local workers in the Commonwealth,
20 manufacture various forms of packaging.
21 (c) Over 3,000 additional Massachusetts manufacturing firms,
22 employing over 250,000 local workers, and over 44,000
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23 Massachusetts wholesalers and retailers, employing over 600,000
24 local workers, are directly and indirectly dependent on packaging
25 manufacturers.
26 (d) The Commonwealth’s Solid Waste Master Plan has
27 determined that discarded packaging accounts for almost one-
-28 third of the municipal waste stream and that efforts to reduce the
29 generation of packaging waste and increase the reuse and recycling
30 of packaging will contribute significantly towards achieving the
31 goals of said Master Plan.
32 (e) The Commonwealth’s Solid Waste Plan not only establishes
33 long range goals for source reduction, composting, reuse and
34 recycling of solid waste but also establishes annual updates of the
35 Plan to measure progress towards attainment of said goals.
36 (f) Currently, rigid packaging is the category of packaging
37 which is most readily identified, separated, captured and collected
38 from the solid waste stream; rigid packaging is currently the
39 category of packaging which is most capable of being processed
40 and recycled in marketable quantities and marketable quality; and
41 rigid packaging is currently the category of packaging which is
42 most amenable to quantitative measurement of progress toward
43 attainment of the Commonwealth’s goals for reduction, reuse and
44 recycling.
45 (g) The implementation of a packaging waste reduction, reuse
46 and recycling program must be carefully planned, measured and
47 executed in order to maximize public acceptance, sustain public
48 participation, foster public/private cooperative ventures,
49 maintain a vibrant economy and avoid commercial dislocation.
50 (h) The implementation of an effective packaging waste
51 reduction, reuse and recycling program calls for a shared
52 responsibility between the public and private sectors, with
53 government bearing the primary responsibility for establishing
54 systems to separate and collect post-consumer recyclables which
55 meet marketable quality criteria, while industry has the primary
56 responsibility for ensuring that these collected recyclables are
57 recycled into useful products.
58 (i) Therefore, the goal of this Act is threefold: (1) to assist the
59 Commonwealth in achieving the Master Plan’s goal for the year
DO 2000 of a 48% diversion in solid waste requiring disposal through
61 enhanced source reduction, reuse, composting and recycling of
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62 solid waste; (2) to assist the Commonwealth in achieving the
63 Master Plan’s goal through a carefully planned and measured
64 program which will maximize public/private sector cooperation
65 and minimize potential dislocation of Massachusetts manufactur-
-66 ing, wholesale and retail firms engaged in and/or dependent on
67 the packaging industry; and (3) to assist the Commonwealth in
68 achieving the Master Plan’s goal through providing incentives for
69 industry to establish markets for the recycling and reuse of rigid
70 packaging materials generated from the collection systems
71 fostered and established by governments within the
72 Commonwealth.

1 SECTION 2. As used in this chapter, the following words
2 shall, unless the context clearly requires otherwise, have the
3 following meanings:
4 (a) “Department,” the department of environmental
5 protection.
6 (b) “Environmentally Acceptable Package,” any rigid package
7 which displays the characteristics of at least one of the following:
8 (1) reduced package; or
9 (2) reusable or refillable package; or

10 (3) recycled content package; or
11 (4) recyclable package.
12 (c) “Established Recycling Program,” a systematic approach to
13 the collection, sorting and marketing of recyclable materials,
14 including but not limited to aluminum, glass, paper, plastic, steel,
15 and tin, that serves a specified municipality, county, district or
16 region. Such program shall be reasonably accessible to the
17 population served, shall include public education and promotion
18 elements necessary to promote effective participation, and shall
19 produce or generate a stream of materials that meets basic market
20 requirements for quality and quantity.
21 (d) “Package,” a container which provides a means of
22 marketing, protecting, or handling a product, including a unit
23 package, intermediate package, or a shipping container, exclusive
24 of closures.
25 (e) “Packaging,” a generic term meaning a package or
26 packages, and any parts thereof. The term “packaging” is
27 primarily used within this act as an adjectival synonym for
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28 “package,” as in “packaging material,” but the term “packaging”
29 is also used as a noun to denote packages, as in the phrase “the
30 manufacture of packaging,” or “rigid packaging.”
31 (f) “Packaging Material,” the specific material used in the
32 manufacture of packages, including but not limited to aluminum,
33 glass, paper, plastic, and steel.
34 (g) “Recyclable Package,” a package sold within the
35 Commonwealth which is:
36 (1) made from a packaging material which is being recycled
37 at a rate of 25% (twenty-five percent) by weight of the materials
38 sold in the Commonwealth; or
39 (2) a particular package type made from a specific packaging
40 material (e.g., all aluminum soft-drink containers or all glass soft-
-41 drink containers or all plastic soft-drink containers), which is
42 recycled at a rate of 25% (twenty-five percent) of the weight,
43 volume or number of that particular package type which is sold
44 in the commonw'ealth; or
45 (3) a particular product-associated package for which
46 manufacturers demonstrate that 25% (twenty-five percent) by
47 weight, volume or number of the product-associated packages
48 sold in the commonwealth is recycled. (A product-associated
49 package is a brand-specific package used in conjunction with a
50 particular product; each brand-specific package is judged
51 separately on its ability to meet the prescribed recycling rate,
52 irrespective of the recycling rate for comparable packaging used
53 by competing brands.)
54 (i) “Recycled Content” or “Secondary Material Content,” the
55 portion of a package’s weight that is composed of recycled
56 materials, as determined by a material balance approach that
57 calculates total recycled material input as a percentage of total
58 material input in the manufacture of the packaging material.
59 (j) “Recycled Material” or “Secondary Material,” material that
60 would otherwise be destined *or disposal as solid waste, which is
61 re-fabricated into marketed end products. This includes, but is not
62 limited to, post-consumer material, industrial scrap material and
63 overstock or obsolete inventories from distributers, wholesalers,
64 and oth t companies, but doc* not include those materials and
65 by-products generated from, and commonly reused within, an
66 original manufacturing process.
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67 (k) “Recycled Package,” a package which contains a minimum
68 of 25% (twenty-five percent) recycled content.
69 (1) “Reduced Package,” a package for which the ratio of
70 package weight or package volume per unit of product has been
71 reduced by 5% (five percent) when compared with the packaging
72 used for the same product by the same packager five years earlier.
73 Packagers may compare ratios based on individual packages used
74 for the identical type and amount of product, or may compare
75 ratios based on all packaging sold by the packager for a given
76 product at the relevant points in time. In no case may packaging
77 reduction be achieved, for the purpose of this paragraph, (1) by
78 substituting a different material category for a material which
79 constituted a substantial part of the packaging in question; or (2)
80 in cases where the ratio of package weight per unit of product
81 increased after January 1, 1991.
82 (m) “Refillable Package,” a package for which the manufac-
-83 turer, wholesaler, distributor or retailer demonstrates a design
84 capability to be returned and refilled at least five times.
85 (n) “Reusable Package,” a package for which a manufacturer
86 demonstrates through consumer research that the package is
87 consistently or routinely reused by the consumer of the product
88 contained within the package.
89 (o) “Rigid Package,” a package having a relatively inflexible
90 finite shape or form, intended for single use, with a minimum
91 capacity of eight ounces (or 15 cubic inches) and a maximum
92 capacity of one gallon (or 0.15 cubic feet).
93 (p) “Secretary,” the secretary of the executive office of
94 enviromental affairs.

1 SECTION 3. (a) Effective January 1, 1995, all rigid packages
2 sold or offered for sale in the commonwealth shall be
3 environmentally acceptable.
4 (b) The Secretary shall waive the requirement under subsection
5 (a) of this section if manufacturers prove:
6 (1) there are substantial collection-based barriers to meeting
7 a 25% recycling rate by January 1, 1995 (e.g., established recycling
8 programs are not available to at least 75% (seventy-five percent)
9 of the residents of the commonwealth); or

10 (2) there has been substantial investment in achieving the
11 recycling goal, and viable markets for the material (if collected)
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12 can be demonstrated, and the material is within 5% (five percent)
13 of the goal; or
14 (3) there is substantial evidence of accelerating recycling
15 rates, and reasonable projections show that the material will meet

16 the goal within two years.

1 SECTION 4. General Exemptions. The following are exempt
2 from the provisions of this section;

3 (a) packages which cannot meet the definition of enviromen-
-4 tally acceptable packaging and also be established as complying
5 with all applicable provisions of the United States Food and Drug
6 Administration regulations, the federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
7 and Rodenticide Act, or any other commonwealth or federal laws

8 or regulations.
9 (b) packages used for medication prescribed by physicians.

10 (c) packages associated with products produced in or brought

11 into the commowealth that are destined for shipment to other
12 destinations outside ofthe commonwealth, and which remain with
13 such products upon such shipment.
14 (d) packages utilized by a company within the commonwealth
15 which demonstrates that it is recycling at least 25% (twenty-five
16 percent) of such packages, irrespective of the state-wide rate for
17 recycling those packages.
18 (e) packages used to provide tamper-resistant or tamper-

19 evident seals on “over-the-counter” drugs, in other medication not
20 requiring a physician’s prescription or on any other products for
21 which a tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seal is applied.
22 (f) packages which cannot meet at least one of the criteria for
23 environmentally acceptable packaging, and for which substitutes
24 and alternatives can be shown toresult in a net increase in material
25 requiring disposal after recycling.

SECTION 5. Hardship Exemption.
(a) The department may grant a conditional exemption from

section three if the department finds that the requirement, when
applied to a particular type of package used in association with
a specified product, would impose an undue hardship on the
residents of the Commonwealth or an undue financial burden on

a business associated with a manufacturer, distributor or user of
a package or package component.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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9 (b) A person applying for a conditional exemption under this
10 section shall bear the burden of proof in establishing an undue
11 hardship or undue financial burden. Increased costs alone shall
12 not constitute a basis for making a finding of undue hardship or
13 undue financial burden. Undue hardship or undue financial
14 burden shall be established by providing clear and convincing
15 evidence that the package meets one or more of the following
16 criteria:
17 (1) there is no environmentally acceptable package
18 reasonably available for that type of product;
19 (2) the package is necessary to comply with health or safety
20 laws and there is no environmentally acceptable package
21 reasonably available that complies with these health or safety
22 laws; or
23 (3) the package represents an innovative approach to
24 meeting the criteria in section 2, and there is a substantial
25 likelihood that it will meet those criteria if given a two-year grace
26 period in which to establish compliance with such criteria.
27 (c) A person applying for a conditional exemption shall submit
28 written application to the department and shall pay an annual
29 application fee sufficient to cover the costs to the department of
30 processing and ruling on the application; provided, however, that
31 such fee shall not exceed $2500 (two thousand, five hundred
32 dollars).
33 (d) Before granting a conditional exemption, the department
34 shall make a written finding of undue hardship or undue financial
35 burden. A conditional exemption must be renewed annually and
36 shall not be renewed if the basis for finding an undue hardship
37 or undue financial burden is no longer applicable.
38 (e) Persons aggrieved by a decision of the department refusing
39 to grant a conditional exemption may, within 30 days of the
40 department’s decision, request a hearing before the department;
41 said hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions
42 of sections 10, 11 and 12 of chapter 30A; persons aggrieved by
43 a final decision ofthe department in said adjudicatory proceeding
44 may seek judicial review pursuant to the provisions of Section 14
45 of chapter 30A.

1 SECTION 6. Annual Report. The secretary shall prepare an
2 annual report assessing the effectiveness of this chapter in
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3 reducing the amount of packaging waste that requires disposal.
4 Such report shall include a survey of established recycling
5 programs in the commonwealth; a calculation of participation
6 rates in such programs; and estimates by packaging material of
7 the quantities of marketable materials recycled, and an assessment
8 of the quality of such materials, from such established recycling
9 programs or any other recycling activity in the commonwealth.

10 Such report shall correlate participation rates with the efficiency
11 of collection and capture of various packaging materials over time
12 and with the marketability of collected and captured materials
13 over time.
14 The report may include recommendations to the General Court
15 on means of enhancing the levels of participation and the quantity
16 and quality of materials collected and recycled. However, in no
17 event shall the report recommend an amendment to the definition
18 of “environmentally acceptable package”; nor shall the report
19 recommend an increase in any rates or percentages established for
20 a defined characteristic, provided, however, that the report may
21 include such recommendation if the secretary has determined in
22 writing, within the report, that (1) established recycling programs
23 are available to at least 75% (seventy-five percent) of the
24 population of the commonwealth, and (2) participation levels in
25 such programs have been attained and consistently maintains at
26 or above a rate of 50% (fifty percent) for each of the preceding
27 12 consecutive months, and (3) established recycling programs
28 have consistently provided secondary materials in marketable
29 quantities and marketable quality for each of the preceding 12
30 consecutive months, and (4) calculations and correlations in the
31 report justify any proposed increase in any such rates or
32 percentages established for a defined characteristic.
33 The annual report shall not recommend an addition to the types
34 of packages or packaging materials subject to the provision of this
35 Chapter unless the secretary has determined in writing the report
36 that established recycling programs are capable of providing such
37 additional materials in marketable quantities and quality, and that
38 such programs have demonstrated an ability to maintain
39 participation levels for such added packages or packaging
40 materials adequate to support attainment of the rates or
41 percentages established for a defined characteristic in section two
42 of this act.
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1 SECTION 7. Packaging Logo. The department may specify
2 through regulations an official logo for “environmentally
3 acceptable packaging.” The logo may be used to indicate that the
4 rigid package components of any package to which it is affixed
5 constitutes an environmentally acceptable package. The
6 department may specify the manner by which the logo may be
7 affixed to packages. In no event shall the department mandate
8 the use of any such logo on any package or package component.
9 Any such logo shall be consistent, to the extent practicable, with

10 regional or natural logos developed and used for the same
11 purpose.

1 SECTION 8. Enforcement. For the purposes of this section 9
2 and section 10, the term “manufacturer” shall mean the producer
3 or generator of a packaged product which is sold or offered for
4 sale in the commonwealth and the phase “product-associated
5 package” shall mean a brand-specific, rigid package line, which
6 may have one or more sizes, shapes or designs and which is used
7 in conjunction with a particular, generic product line (e.g., H.P.
8 Hood one gallon and half gallon plastic milk containers; Coca-
-9 Cola glass soft-drink containers.)
10 (a) Effective January 1, 1995, manufacturers whose product-
-11 associated packages do not qualify as environmentally acceptable
12 packages as provided for in section two shall be assessed a fee
13 calculated, at the manufacturer’s option, in one of the following
14 manners;

15 (1) 0.1% (one-tenth of one percent) of the gross retail receipts
16 from the sale within the Commonwealth of that manufacturer’s
17 products which utilize such packages; or
18 (2) 0.001% (one one-thousandth of one percent) of the
19 manufacturer’s total corporate sales within the commonwealth.
20 (b) Such fee shall be assessed on an annual basis.
21 (c) In no event shall the total annual fee assessed upon a
22 manufacturer whose product-associated packages do not qualify
23 as environmentally acceptable packages as provided for in section
24 two exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for a particular
25 product-associated package. In no event shall the total annual fee
26 assessed upon a manufacturer for all its product-associated
27 packages which do not qualify as environmentally acceptable
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28 packages as provided for in section two exceed the lesser of one
29 hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) or 0.025% (twenty-five
30 one-hundredths of one percent) of gross receipts or corporate
31 sales.
32 (d) In no event shall more than one manufacturer be assessed
33 a fee for the same product-associated package.
34 (e) Any monies generated from fees assessed pursuant to this
35 section be deposited into a Packaging Recycling Fund
36 administered by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs and shall
37 be used to provide grants and loans to public and private persons
38 to develop and implement collection and processing systems for
39 recycling of materials covered under the provisions of this act.

1 SECTION 9. Regulations
2 (a) The department may promulgate regulations which:
3 (1) define what constitutes environmentally acceptable
4 packages pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of
5 this chapter, and consistent with the provisions and definitions
6 of section two of this chapter;
7 (2) establish requirements for maintenance of proof by
8 manufacturers of compliance with environmentally acceptable
9 package characteristics as provided in section two of this chapter,

10 and procedures enabling the department to oversee and verify
11 manufacturer conformance with those characteristics;
12 (3) establish guidelines for: (i) applications for waivers
13 granted under section 3 of this chapter, (ii) applications for
14 exemptions under sections 4 and 5 of this chapter, and (iii) an
15 annual review of any conditional exemptions granted; and
16 (4) establish a schedule of annual application fees to be
17 collected from manufacturers requesting waivers under section 3
18 and for those requesting exemptions under sections 4 and 5 of
19 this chapter. Such fees shall be set at an amount necessary to
20 recover the department’s costs in administering the waiver and
21 exemption programs; provided, however, that such fee shall not
22 exceed $2500 (two thousand five hundred dollars).
23 (b) The secretary may adopt policies and procedures or may
24 promulgate regulations to comply with the annual reporting
25 requirement of section 6.
26 (c) The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs and the
2'7 department shall not adopt policies nor propose or promulgate
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28 regulations amending the definition of environmentally
29 acceptable packages contained herein.

1 SECTION 10. Packaging Restrictions Preemption. The
2 provisions of this chapter supersede and preempt any and all
3 packaging restriction or packaging prohibition laws, ordinances,
4 by-law and regulations, and any and all packaging related punitive
5 tax or fee laws, ordinances, by-laws and regulations, adopted by
6 any city, town, county, district, authority or political subdivisions
7 which are in effect on the effective date of this Act. After the
8 effective date of this Act no city, town, county, district, authority
9 or political subdivision shall adopt, enact, implement or enforce

10 a law, an ordinance, by-law or regulation which restricts or
11 prohibits, attaches punitive taxes or fees to, or otherwise regulates
12 packages, package components, product-associated packages, or
13 packaging materials, and all such laws, ordinances, by-laws and
14 regulations are hereby declared null and void.




